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A B S T R A C T

Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) has demonstrated significant promise to improve the performance-to-
weight ratio in automotive and aerospace sectors. Nevertheless, traditional thin-walled CFRP tubes still have
several defects such as a high initial peak force with a relatively low mean crushing force and unstable collapse
mode, which significantly reduce their performance when used as energy absorption devices. In this study, the
full-diamond origami pattern was introduced to thin-walled CFRP tubes. The effect of the origami patterns on the
energy absorption properties and collapse modes of these tubes subjected to quasi-static axial loads was in-
vestigated both experimentally and numerically. A comprehensive parametric study on the geometrical para-
meters and ply stacking sequence of pre-folded CFRP tubes was conducted. Moreover, a comparison between the
pre-folded CFRP tube and the metal counterpart was performed, which shows that CFRP pre-folded tube can
effectively reduce the initial peak forces while increasing the overall energy absorption capacity.

1. Introduction

Various energy absorption devices have been designed to absorb the
kinetic energy during collision. Thin-walled structures are frequently
employed as energy absorbers, which include thin-walled beams and
tubes. Conventional straight tubes with a circular or square cross-sec-
tional shape have been investigated intensively. In 1960, Alexander [1]
derived a theory to predict the mean crushing force of circular tubes by
assuming a simple collapse mode. Wierzbicki and Abramowicz [2–5]
developed a folding element theory to predict the mean crushing force
of square tubes. Several other conventional straight tubes, such as even-
or odd-sided polygonal tubes and tapered tubes, have also been in-
vestigated [6–9].

However, the collapse of conventional metal straight or tapered
tubes are often associated with a high peak force and a large fluctuation
in the force-displacement curve [10]. Hence, some intentionally in-
duced imperfections were used to lower the peak force and control the
collapse mode, including dents [11], grooves [12], corrugations [13]
and pre-folded origami patterns [14], where origami patterns were
found to be particularly useful to trigger some favored collapse modes
and lower the initial peak force. For example, Zhao et al. [15] in-
troduced origami patterns into thin-walled tubes with rectangular

cross-section and after optimization there were 91% more energy ab-
sorption and 37% more ideal crushing distance without bending than
the original structure. Yang et al. [16] studied the energy absorption
and deformation mechanism of thin-walled tubes with two different
pre-folded origami patterns both numerically and experimentally. The
results showed that the initial peak force was significantly reduced
while the energy absorption capacity was improved or maintained. Ma
and You [14] presented a novel design known as the origami crash box
whose surface was pre-folded from a developable origami pattern. A
new collapse mode, known as the complete diamond mode, was dis-
covered. Parametric study indicated that the origami crash box ex-
hibited predictable and stable collapse manner and had a 92.1% in-
crease of energy absorption in the optimum case. Zhou et al. [17]
focused on three key parameters of trapezoidal origami crash boxes, i.e.
the number of module M , dihedral angle θ and surface area ratio w,
which had great influences on the collapse behavior. The results
showed that increasing surface area ratio w or combining low M and
high θ were beneficial to trigger the complete diamond mode and the
trapezoidal origami crash have a much lower Pmax and much higher Pm
as compared to the conventional square and octagonal tubes. Xie et al.
[18] studied the graded origami tubes with three types of rigid origami
patterns, namely the arc-Miura pattern, the arc pattern and the crash-
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box pattern, which were optimized by combining different dihedral
angle, number of units and origami pattern. The results showed that the
geometrically graded tubes could generate a reaction force with dif-
ferent peak values at two or three different stages of the crushing
process, and the optimum case exhibited a continuous graded response
in which all peak forces were almost aligned along a straight line. Li Y
et al. [19] studied through the introduction of origami initiators, a re-
liable and progressive buckling failure mode can be successfully trig-
gered, which can achieve ultra-high energy absorption capability ac-
companied with relatively low peak forces by these origami concave
tubes. Not only in tubes, but the origami pattern can also be used in
folded core [20] and in some protective system for robotic rotorcraft
[21], it shows an increase of energy absorption or a reduction of peak
impact force, which are significant characteristics of origami pattern.

Composite materials are a promising alternative to conventional
metallic materials due to their exceptionally high strength-to-weight
ratio. Tubes made of composite materials can offer a specific energy
absorption capacity much higher than those of metal tubes. Thin-walled
tubes can be fabricated using various fiber/resin composites [22–24].
Mahdi et al. [25] conducted experimental studies on the effect of fiber
orientation on the energy absorption characteristics of GFRP tubes
subjected to axial loading. The results showed that fiber orientations of
15°/–75° and 75°/–15° have certain advantages to enhance the load
carrying and energy absorption capacity. Nevertheless, the conven-
tional straight composite tubes still have the same problems as found in
straight metal tubes, i.e. a relatively high initial peak force and a low
mean crush force. Wang et al. [26] investigated the effects of ply angle
θ and wall thickness t of composite tubes made of G827/5224 material
under quasi-static and dynamic axial crushing tests. It was found that
the increase in the ply angle can reduce the specific energy absorption
(SEA), the maximum load Pmax, the mean crush load Pm and the crush
load efficiency (CLE). However, with the increase in wall thickness, Pm
and Pmax increased linearly whereas SEA and CLE increased first and
then decreased. Mamalis et al. [24] studied the crushing response and
crashworthiness characteristics of thin-walled square tubes made of
woven carbon-fiber reinforced plastics. The results showed that all the

tested CFRP tubes collapsed in a brittle manner due to the brittle nature
of the constituent materials. Three brittle collapse modes were ob-
served, i.e. the progressive end-crushing mode (model I), the local tube
wall buckling mode (mode II) and the mid-length collapse mode (mode
III). The progressive crushing mode was associated with high energy
absorption, which was mainly observed in thicker CFRP tubes loaded at
a low strain rate. The mid-length collapse mode III was observed in
most of the test cases. And mode II only appeared in the compression of
thinner CFRP tubes. Beside, a series experiment work on winding CFRP
tube and CFRP/aluminum hybrid tube under quasi-static axial crushing
has been done by Sun G et al. [27], both winding angle and wall
thickness were explored, which shows significant influence on failure
modes and crushing characteristics of both CFRP and hybrid tubes.

Ideally, an energy absorption tube should have a low initial peak
force to protect the main structure from excessive load and a high mean
crushing force to dissipate as much kinetic energy as possible [28] and
be as lightweight as possible to improve the weight efficiency of the
structure. Moreover, a stable collapse mode is desirable under com-
pression. In this paper, we try to approach these goals by introducing
pre-folded origami patterns to conventional straight CFRP thin-walled
tubes, which will combine the favored crushing modes induced by the
origami patterns and the high performance-to-weight material proper-
ties of CFRP. First, pre-folded CFRP tube specimens with the full-dia-
mond origami pattern and an octagonal cross-section were fabricated
and tested under axial compressive loading. Then, the finite element
(FE) models of these tube were developed and validated through the
experimental results. A parametric study was conducted to show the
influences of various tube geometries and stacking sequences of the
wall material on the energy absorption performance of the pre-folded
CFRP tubes. Finally, a comparison between the pre-folded CFRP and
steel tubes was performed.

2. Geometrical consideration of the pre-folded tube

The origami pattern used in this paper is the full-diamond pattern,
also known as the Yoshimura pattern. An example of this pattern

Fig. 1. (a) The crease pattern of the full-diamond pattern, (b) a module of the pre-folded tube, (c) enlarged view of two vertically neighboring lobes, (d) top view of
the pre-folded tube.
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consisting of two layers with each containing 16 identical triangular
facets (referred to as lobes) is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the solid and
dashed lines represent the hill and valley creases, respectively, the
horizontal side length of the lobe is denoted by a, and the total height of
the pattern before folding is l. Gradually folding the full-diamond pat-
tern along the creases and joining the two opposite free edges yield a
folded ring-type structure, referred to as a basic module, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), where h is the height of the module. An enlarged view of two
vertically neighboring lobes is illustrated in Fig. 1(c), where θ is the
acute dihedral angle between the lobe plane and the cross-sectional
plane perpendicular to the central axis of the tube. The top view of the
module is illustrated in Fig. 1(d), where α is the acute angle of the plane
passing the central axis and point A and the plane passing the central
axis and point C, and R is the radius of the circumscribed circle of the
cross-section. Denote the number of sides of the cross-sectional polygon
by N (for the current example, =N 8). Then, there is =α π N/ , and the
following geometrical relationships can be found.
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According to Eqs. (4) and (5), both θ and h are uniquely determined
when a, l and N are given, meaning that the module is a non-rigid-
foldable structure.

3. Experimental study

3.1. Test specimen

All test specimens used in the study comprise three tiers of basic
modules whose a, l and N are 32.47mm, 50.42mm and 8, respectively.
The tube wall is made of six plies of woven fabric carbon/epoxy with a
stacking sequence of [0°]6. The nominal thickness of a single ply is
0.2 mm, resulting in an average tube wall thickness of around 1.2mm.
The preparation process of these specimens consists of five steps. In the
first step, an aluminum female die, consisting of two half parts, was
machined by a three-axis milling machine according to the outer sur-
face geometry of the specimen. In the second step, a dummy mold made
of PMI foam was first machined according to the inner surface geometry
of the specimen, and then the male die made of silicone gel was made
out of the dummy mold. In the third step, dry woven carbon fiber
fabrics were laid onto the outer surface of the male die according to the
desired lay-up sequence, and then the male die was put inside the fe-
male die whose two half parts were closed firmly using bolts. An as-
sembly of the male and female dies is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the fourth
step, the epoxy resin was filled into the gap between the male and fe-
male dies using the vacuum bag forming method. Finally, the test
specimens were obtained by removing the dies following the curing
process.

3.2. Experiment setup

The axial compression tests of specimens were performed on a CMT-
5105 material testing machine. In each experiment, the specimen was
placed between two load plates mounted on the testing machine, as

shown in Fig. 2(b), and compressed along the axial direction with a
constant crosshead rate of 4mm/min. The maximum crushing distance
was set to 105mm, which equals approximately 70% of the initial
height of the tube. The compression process of the specimens was re-
corded on digital camera.

4. FE modelling

4.1. Modelling method

In this paper, the numerical analysis was performed in the FE solver
ABAQUS/Explicit (SIMULIA Corp., USA). The tube wall was meshed
using reduced-integration three-node (S3R) and four-node (S4R) shell
elements, which have been widely used to model thin-walled structures

Fig. 2. (a) The assembly of male and female dies, (b) experiment setup.

Fig. 3. The FE model.

Table 1
Material data of woven fabric CFRP.

Description Variable Value

Density (kg/m3) ρ 1560
Poisson's ratio ν12 0.04
Longitudinal modulus (GPa) E1 59.2
Transverse modulus (GPa) E2 59.2
In-plane shear modulus (GPa) G12 17.5
Longitudinal tensile strength (MPa) X1t 513
Longitudinal compressive strength (MPa) X1c 437
Transverse tensile strength (MPa) X2t 513
Transverse compressive strength (MPa) X2c 437
In-plane shear strength (MPa) S 95
Fracture energy of longitudinal tensile (kJ/m2) G1t

c 50
Fracture energy of longitudinal compressive (kJ/m2) G1c

c 72
Fracture energy of transverse tensile (kJ/m2) G2t

c 45
Fracture energy of transverse compressive (kJ/m2) G2c

c 70
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due to their high computational efficiency and stability in modelling
post-buckling behavior and complex contact conditions. Because of the
reduced-integration nature of these elements, a sufficient mesh density
is required to ensure the accuracy of the result. On the other hand, an
over-crowded mesh will result in unrealistic simulation time. Therefore,
a mesh convergence study was performed to obtain the appropriate
element size. According to the study, an average mesh size of 3mm was
chosen. To apply the compressive load to the tube, two rigid plates were
attached to two extreme ends of the tube in the axial direction through
the tie constraint, as shown in Fig. 3. The self-contact of the tube wall
and the surface-to-surface contact between the tube and the rigid plates
were modelled using the general contact algorithm with a friction

factor of 0.28 [29]. During loading, both the rotational and transla-
tional motions of the bottom rigid plate were entirely constrained, and
the top rigid plate was constrained rotationally and displaced along the
axial direction towards the bottom plate by a distance of 105mm. To
minimize the hourglass and dynamic effects, a smooth step amplitude
was applied to the displacement versus time history of the top plate.
According to the convergence study on the loading rates, an average
loading rate of 105mm/s was used to ensure that the quasi-static re-
sults were obtained.

The built-in plane-stress orthotropic material model with the Hashin
failure criteria was employed to simulate the woven carbon/epoxy
composite material. The material properties used in the simulations are

Fig. 4. (a) Displacement versus force curves obtained from the experiment and FE results, (b) deformation procedures in simulation and experiment when the
displacements are 25, 50 and 75mm, respectively.
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summarized in Table 1, where the tensile, compressive and shear
modulus and strength values are obtained from material tests with
specimens according to ASTM D3309, D6641 and D3518 standards,
respectively. When determining the fracture energies, we referred to
some available data of these parameters of similar materials [29–31]
and slightly tuned the values so that the simulation result of the CFRP
tube compared as well as possible with the experimental results.

4.2. Comparison of the FE and experimental results

To validate the FE method, we compared the simulation results with
the experimental outcomes. The force versus displacement curves are

plotted in Fig. 4(a). It can be seen that the overall trends of the FE and
experimental data are quite similar, and the relative errors between the
FE and experimental peak and mean forces are approximately 10% and
5%, respectively. Fig. 4(b) compares the progressive deformation pro-
cedures of the tube obtained from FE simulation and experiment. Again,
a good agreement between the numerical and experimental results can
be observed. Moreover, both results reveal similar a failure mechanism
of the pre-folded CFRP tube, which involves a mixture of progressive
end crushing, local tube wall buckling and brittle crack at the hill and
valley folds at certain stages during the loading history. It is noted that
certain levels of difference between the FE and experimental results
exist, which are mainly caused by imperfections of the experiment

Fig. 5. Parametrical models in Section 5.1.

Table 2
Detailed parameters and FE results of the models in Section 5.1, where =H 150 mm, =R 42.43 mm, =t 1.2 mm and the stacking sequence is [0°]6 for all models.

Model N M θ2 (°) Pmax (kN) Pm (kN) Specific Energy Absorption (J/g) Collapse mode

M0 – – – 115.90 10.82 22.12 II, unstable
M52 5 2 155.61 35.76 11.20 23.45 II, stable
M62 6 2 162.76 45.80 10.23 21.23 II, stable
M72 7 2 167.22 64.87 13.59 27.99 II+ III, unstable
M82 8 2 170.16 58.78 9.42 19.30 II, stable
M53 5 3 144.08 34.33 10.99 22.39 II, stable
M63 6 3 154.38 43.36 12.21 24.99 I+ II, stable
M73 7 3 160.93 56.67 13.73 28.07 I+ II, unstable
M83 8 3 165.28 64.85 14.57 29.71 I+ II, stable
M54 5 4 133.25 31.06 10.14 19.94 II, stable
M64 6 4 142.26 40.04 10.45 20.99 II, stable
M74 7 4 154.75 54.04 12.56 25.40 I+ III, unstable
M84 8 4 160.46 57.46 13.15 26.65 I+ III, unstable
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specimen, including non-uniform wall thickness and uneven contact
surfaces. Nevertheless, this does not affect the validity of the FE method
for the prediction of the axial crush behavior of the pre-folded CFRP
tubes. In the sequel, we will use the established FE method to study the
mechanical properties of pre-folded CFRP tubes with various geome-
trical and material parameters.

5. Parametric study

5.1. Influences of tube geometries

To investigate the influences of tube geometries, twelve pre-folded
CFRP tube models with different N , θ and number of modules M are
considered (see Section 2 for the definitions of N and θ), as shown in
Fig. 5. All models have the same height H of 150mm, wall thickness t
of 1.2mm and ply stacking sequence of [0°]6. The circumscribed circles
of the cross-section of all modes have the same radius R of 42.43mm.
The naming rule of the models follows that the first and second number
in the model name indicate the values for N and M of that model,
respectively. For example, the cross section of model M52 is a pentagon
(i.e. =N 5) and the model consists of two modules in the axial direction
(i.e. =M 2). Given N , M , H and R, module height h is equal to H M/ , a
and l are obtained from Eqs. (1) and (5), respectively, and finally θ is

determined using Eq. (4). The detailed parameters of these models are
summarized in Table 2. In addition to the twelve models, a straight
circular tube, referred to as model M0, is used as the benchmark, whose
height, wall thickness, stacking sequence and radius are identical to
those of the pre-folded tube models.

The initial peak force Pmax of the models are plotted against N in
Fig. 6(a) and listed in Table 2. It is noted that the initial peak forces of
all pre-folded models are significantly reduced as compared to that of
the straight circular tube with the highest reduction reaching 73.2%
observed in model M54. In general, the initial peak force increases with
the increase in the number of sides of cross-sectional polygon and the
decrease in the module number. The mean crushing forces Pm of the
models are plotted in Fig. 6(b) and listed in Table 2. It can be observed
that the mean crushing forces of most of the pre-folded models are
larger than the conventional straight circular tube, with the highest
increase of 34.66% observed in model M83. In general, the mean
crushing force increases with the increase in the number of sides of
cross-sectional polygon for models with three and four modules, and
models with three modules have higher mean crushing forces than the
four-module models. For models with two modules, however, the mean
crushing forces oscillate around that of the straight circular tube as N
increase. According to these results, it appears that either N or M shows
a conflicting influence on the mean crushing force and the initial peak
force: to get a higher mean crushing force, one may want to increase N
and reduce M ; but on the other hand, to get a lower initial peak force,
one needs to reduce N but increase M . Therefore, an intermediate value
should be chosen for both N and M . Among the twelve models under
consideration, M63, M73 and M74 have the best overall performance.

5.2. Discussion on the collapse mode

The collapse behavior of conventional thin-walled CFRP tubes
under compression is characterized by three distinct modes, namely,
mode I — progressive end-crushing, mode II — local tube wall buck-
ling, and mode III — mid-length collapse, where mode I is associated
with a stable deformation process whereas modes II and III are gen-
erally unstable [24]. When it comes to pre-folded CFRP tubes, the si-
mulation results show that the models assume one of four collapse
modes, i.e. mode II, a mixture of modes I and II, a mixture of modes I
and III, and a mixture of modes II and III. The collapse modes of the pre-
folded models are summarized in Table 2.

Some typical examples of these collapse modes are shown in Fig. 7.
In the collapse process of model M0 (see Fig. 7(a)), local buckling oc-
curs first near the top of the tube wall and then at random locations as
the loading continues, making the collapse process unstable. In con-
trast, the collapse of model M54 (see Fig. 7(b)) also involves local
buckling but in a much more controlled manner, that is, local buckling
occurs first in the middle module of the model where it folds into a flat
state along the creases, and then this phenomenon propagates from one
module to another until all modules fold into the flat state. Thus, the
collapse process of model M54 is stable. A stable collapse process is
preferred over an unstable one in terms of energy absorption because
the tube wall material is used more effectively in a stable process.
Fig. 7(c) shows the mixture of modes I and II, where local buckling
occurs first in the bottom module and then progresses from bottom to
top of the tube as the compression goes on. This process is also stable.
Fig. 7(d) shows an example of a mixture of modes I and III, in which the
model breaks into two separate parts first (i.e. mode III), followed by
the progressive end-crushing of the upper and lower parts, respectively.
Fig. 7(e) shows the mixture of modes II and III, in which the model first
breaks into two parts, and then random local buckling occurs respec-
tively in the two parts, making the collapse of the model unstable.

Now let us look into the relationship between the collapse mode and
the energy absorption behavior of the pre-folded tube models.
According to Table 2, it is shown that while the collapse modes have no
obvious relationship with the values of the initial peak force, they show

Fig. 6. (a) The initial peak forces versus N, (b) the mean crushing forces versus
N.
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clear influences on the mean crushing forces and specific energy ab-
sorption. Specifically, models with collapse mode II, i.e. M0, M52, M62,
M82, M53, M54 and M64, are associated with a relatively low mean
crushing force and specific energy absorption while models involving
either mode I or mode III, i.e. M72, M63, M73, M83, M74 and M84,
have higher mean crushing forces and specific energy absorption,
which indicates that modes I and III are more favorable than mode II
from the perspective of energy absorption performance.

5.3. Discussion on the dihedral angle

Although the dihedral angle is not an independent parameter due to
Eq. (4), it plays an important role in the energy absorption behavior of
pre-folded CFRP tubes to introduce defects to the tube wall and thus
reduce the reaction force during compression. To further reveal the
relationship among the dihedral angle, collapse mode and energy ab-
sorption performance, the percentage reduction of the peak force Pmax
and the percentage increase in the mean crushing force Pm are plotted
against the dihedral angle θ2 in Fig. 8, where the square and triangle
dots represent the values corresponding to Pmax and Pm, respectively.

Fig. 7. Stress contour plots of the collapse process of models (a) M0, (b) M54, (c) M63, (d) M84 and (e) M72.
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Ideally, one hopes that both the square and the triangle dots are located
close to the top boundary of the figure. It is noted that when the di-
hedral angle is in the range of 130°–145°, all models are associated with
the mode II collapse mode and the distances between the square and
triangle dots are relatively large, indicating that there is a large mis-
match between the performance goals of reducing Pmax and increasing
Pm for models in that range. When the dihedral angle is in the range of
145°–162.5°, most models assume a mixed collapse mode and the dis-
tance between the square and triangle dots are generally much shorter,
implying that models in this range have a more balanced energy ab-
sorption performance. When the dihedral angle gets further larger, the
deviation between the square and triangle dots rise again. Note that
although the performance of model M82 seems to be balanced, both
Pmax reduction and Pm increase are relatively low. Hence the average
energy absorption performance of this model is poor.

It is interesting to see if the relationship between the dihedral angle
and energy absorption performance is scale dependent. To investigate
this, we introduced two new models M52_fix ( =N 5, =M 2) and

M56_fix ( =N 5, =M 2), both having the same module geometries (i.e.
h, a, l and θ) as those of model M53. Fig. 9 shows the collapse processes
of the two models. Note that both models assume a mode II collapse
mode, which is similar to that of model M53 (see Fig. 11(a)). The initial
peak forces of models M52_fix and M56_fix are 41.81 kN and 38.89 kN,
respectively and the mean crushing forces of the two models are
11.08 kN and 10.59 kN, respectively. Again, they are quite close to
those values of model 53 shown in Table 2. Considering the large dif-
ference in the height/diameter aspect ratios of models M52_fix and
M56_fix, we can reach a conclusion that the energy absorption behavior
of the pre-folded CFRP tube is independent of the scale as long as the
module geometries are set.

5.4. Influence of stacking sequence

In this section, the influence of ply stacking sequence of the wall
material on the energy absorption behavior of the pre-folded CFRP
tubes is investigated. Four models M53, M53_15, M53_30 and M53_45
with different ply stacking sequences are considered, where models
M53_15, M53_30 and M53_45 have the same geometric parameters and
wall thickness as those of model M53 defined in Section 5.1. The ply
stacking sequences and the simulation results of these models are
summarized in Table 3. The deformed states of these models during
compression are shown in Fig. 10. According to the figure, both M53
and M53_45 assume a stable collapse mode II, in which the modules
fold into a flat state one after another. This mode occurs because the ply
angles of both models are symmetric about the axial direction, implying
that the resultant reaction force at the interface of two adjacent mod-
ules has no transverse component, making all modules being in pure
compression state. As for models M53_15 and M53_30, the fiber angles
are no longer symmetric about the axial direction. The resultant force
between two adjacent modules has non-zero transverse component,
implying that the modules are subjected to a combined axial and shear
loading condition. As a result, local bucking of the tube wall develops
into the shearing dislocation of the tube in both models, as illustrated
by the red dashed lines in Fig. 10(b–c), making the collapse process
unstable. Because unstable collapse mode is in general less favorable
than the stable counterpart, model M53_30 has lower mean crushing

Fig. 8. The percentage reduction of the peak force Pmax and the percentage
increase in the mean crushing force Pm versus the dihedral angle 2θ.

Fig. 9. Stress contour plots of the collapse process of models (a) M52_fix and (b) M56_fix.
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force than models M53 and M53_45. In model M53_15, however, the
shearing dislocation is accompanied with progressive end crushing, i.e.
mode I, which is the source of the high mean crushing force of this
model.

From the previous discussion, we know that it is hard to reduce the
initial peak force and increase the mean crushing force simultaneously.
One approach to solve this dilemma is to use the graded design in which
different parts of the pre-folded tube have different numbers of plies
and stacking sequences. To get a preliminary insight into this, we create

a new model denoted as M53_G. The geometrical parameters of model
M53_G are the same as those of model M53. The upper and lower half
portions of the top module of model M53_G consists of 4 and 5 plies of
woven CFRP, respectively. The remainder of the model consist of 6 plies
of woven CFRP. The 0° fibers of all plies are aligned with the axial
direction of the tube. The compressive force versus displacement curves
of models M53 and M53_G are compared in Fig. 11. It is noted that the
initial peak force is reduced from 34.33 kN of model M53 to 23.79 kN of
model M53_G, equivalent to a 30.7% reduction in the initial peak force.
Meanwhile, the mean crushing force of model M53_G is maintained at
the same level of model M53. Therefore, using the graded design can
help to achieve a better balanced energy absorption performance.

6. Comparison with pre-folded metal tubes

In this section, the energy absorption characteristics of model
M53_G are compared to a pre-folded steel tube model, denoted as
M53_STEEL with the same geometrical parameters. The material
properties of the steel model are =E 220.8GPa, =σ 245.6MPay ,

=σ 369.2MPau , and =ε 25.0%u [14]. The FE results show that the initial

Table 3
Ply stacking sequences and FE results of models M53, M53_15, M53_30 and
M53_45.

Model stacking
sequence

Pmax (kN) Pm (kN) Specific Energy
Absorption (J g/ )

Collapse
mode

M53 [0°]6 34.33 10.99 22.39 II, stable
M53_15 [10°]6 40.89 11.96 24.57 I+ II,

unstable
M53_30 [30°]6 40.07 10.24 18.75 II, unstable
M53_45 [45°]6 35.14 11.10 20.75 II, stable

Fig. 10. Stress contour plots of the collapse process of models (a) M53, (b) M53_15, (c) M53_30 and (d) M53_45.
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peak force of the steel model is 48.58 kN, which is 104.2% higher than
that of the CFRP model, i.e. 23.79 kN. The weight-specific compressive
force versus displacement curves of the two models are plotted in
Fig. 12, where the densities of the steel and CFRP models are 7800
kg/m3 and 1560 kg/m3, respectively. It is noted that the area under the
force-displacement curve of model M53_G is significantly larger than
that of model M53_STEEL, which provides solid evidence that using
composite material does help to improve the weight-specific energy
absorption performance of the pre-folded tube as compared to tradi-
tional steel material.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the full-diamond origami pattern was implemented in
the design of pre-folded CFRP tubes with the aim of improving the
energy absorption performance under axial compression. First, the pre-
folded CFRP tube specimens were manufactured and tested in the axial
compression test. Then, the FE modelling protocol of the pre-folded
CFRP tubes based on the plane-stress orthotropic material model with
the Hashin failure criterial was developed and validated using the ex-
perimental results. Based on the validated FE models, a parametric
study of the pre-folded CFRP tubes with various number of modules M ,
number of sides of the cross-sectional polygon N , dihedral angle θ2 and
the ply stacking sequence of the wall material was performed.
Moreover, the relationship between the energy absorption behaviors
and the collapse modes of the tubes were discussed. Finally, the energy

absorption performance of the pre-folded CFRP tube was numerically
compared with its steel counterpart.

The main findings obtained from this study are summarized as
follow. a) Increasing N or reducing M will increase both the initial peak
force and the mean crushing force. Therefore, in order to gain a ba-
lanced performance between the mean crushing force and the initial
peak force, both N and M should be neither too large nor too small. b)
The collapse modes show greater influence on the mean crushing force
than on the initial peak force. Models with either mode I or mode III
collapse mode have higher mean crushing forces than those with mode
II collapse mode alone. The conventional straight CFRP thin-walled
tube assumes only unstable model II collapse mode. In contrast, in-
troducing the diamond pattern to the pre-folded CFRP tubes can invoke
mode I and III collapse modes. c) The dihedral angle is shown to in-
fluence both the initial peak force and the mean crushing force. Models
with the dihedral angle in the range of 145°–162.5° is found to have the
optimal performance. Besides, it is found that the influence of the di-
hedral angle on the energy absorption behavior is independent of the
model scale of the pre-folded CFRP tube. d) When the fiber orientations
in the wall material are symmetrical about the axial direction, i.e.
models M53 and M53_45, the collapse modes are stable and these
models show a more balanced performance. On the contrary, if the fiber
orientations are unsymmetrical about the axial direction, oblique
shearing of the tube occurs, leading to unstable collapse modes. e)
Using the graded design in which different parts of the pre-folded tube
are assigned with different numbers of plies and stacking sequences
helps to reduce the initial peak force while maintaining the mean
crushing force. f) The pre-folded CFRP tube has higher weight-specific
energy absorption performance than the steel counterpart.

This paper presents the preliminary work from a series of our re-
search on the energy absorption properties of pre-folded composite
tubes with origami patterns. The ongoing work includes the evaluation
of other origami patterns and other composite materials including
Kevlar and thermoplastic composites. The results will be presented in
the following publications.
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